
IN SEARCH OF THE MONTANA-EASTERN RAILWAY 

Purpose 
Water is a valuable resource in North Dakota, and in the western part of the state, it is especially prized 
by the oil industry for fracking.  In 2018 I had an opportunity to conduct a large survey to help extend a 
water line to the oil industry and potentially to domestic users in remote parts of the Badlands.   
 
The water line connects to the Western Area Water Supply (WAWS) system just outside Waterford City 
and extends southeast and down the Cherry Creek drainage through an area mostly owned and 
managed by the USFS.  We knew a local ranch family owned a portion of an old railroad right-of-way 
along Cherry Creek, and if we could find it, we could extend the line about three miles deeper into the 
Badlands without encroaching on USFS land.   
 
We did not realize we would stumble into a little-known piece of North Dakota and Montana history 
along with a complicated riparian boundary situation.  While the survey extended through several 
townships, this story will be confined to the southeasterly portion of T149N, R98W. 
 

 
View of Cherry Creek and railroad bed 

 
History 
The interior of the township was subdivided in 1900, and the southerly portion was partially resurveyed 
in 1906-1907.  (Note how the Little Missouri shifted in Section 36.)  The original GLO surveyor noted the 
hunting cabin of Chase and Frye in Section 25.  The remains of a cabin are still there, although I am not 
sure whether it is the original.  Homesteaders came soon thereafter, with patents along our route being 
issued between 1905 and about 1910.  George Frye’s name is on several patents.   
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1900 survey plat 

 

 
Portion of 1907 Re-Survey plat 
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In the early 1900s, population and agricultural production were increasing across North Dakota and 
Montana.  The Great Northern Railroad wanted to take advantage of the situation and began 
investigating a new east-west route between its own, which runs roughly parallel with Highway 2, and 
the Northern Pacific, which runs across central North Dakota and southern Montana approximately 
parallel with Interstate 94.  The GN formed a subsidiary called the Montana Eastern Railway Company 
with offices in Lewistown, Montana.  The plan was to start at New Rockford, North Dakota, and tie into 
the Milwaukee Railroad at Lewistown.  Surveying and land acquisition occurred in 1910-1911. 
 
A portion of the overall route map is shown below.   
 

 
Route Map from MERC corporate documents 

 
Construction began in 1912.  Crews started at each end and worked toward the middle, and two other 
crews started in the middle around Fairview and Watford and worked toward each end.  The amount of 
labor was incredible.  Although steam and internal combustion engines drove some machinery, a vast 
amount of earthwork was also done with shovels and horse-drawn scrapers.  Supplies for the western 
North Dakota/eastern Montana portion were hauled by railroad to Williston, then by barge downstream 
on the Missouri River to Cow Creek, then by a temporary railroad line south toward Watford City.   
 
The MERC was tracked from Sidney to Watford City and was used until 1986; remnants of the route are 
still visible.  The Madson Fill, about a mile west of Watford City, consists of about a million cubic yards of 
soil poured and compacted around a purpose-built trestle.  The drawbridge across the Yellowstone River 
near Fairview, Montana, was part of the project as was the tunnel just east of there, complete with four-
degree curve.  I know of at least one old-time surveyor from Williston who partied in the only railroad 
tunnel in the state.  (A second tunnel was constructed downstream from the Lost Bridge on Highway 22, 
but it was covered by Lake Sakakawea.)   
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Since the GN and MERC were privately funded—unlike the federally-subsidized NP and other railroads—
economic considerations were critical to its success.  In November 1913, the GN/MERC decided to halt 
construction and wait for better conditions.  Unfortunately, climate, agricultural productivity, increased 
use of motorized vehicles, improvements in railroad technology, and other factors meant the railroad 
would not be completed.  In late 1920s, the MERC project was abandoned. 
 
In the 1930s the US government condemned and retook title to a lot of land in western North Dakota.  
The stated purpose was related to drainage, grazing, etc., but the real purpose was probably to assist 
struggling landowners.  However, in an interesting twist, the government did not retake the areas MERC 
had acquired from private landowners.  Perhaps this was in hopes of the railroad taking up its project 
again, perhaps it was because title had passed through two or three successors after the railroad, or 
perhaps the government had no interest in dealing with such small and remote parcels. 
 
The county eventually acquired the railroad parcels in this township because the owner failed to pay 
taxes.  In 1946, a local rancher acquired the properties from the county, and his family still owns them. 
 
The Railroad Survey 
In 2018 we began route reconnaissance by using the McKenzie County GIS parcel layer as a background 
in our survey equipment.  Early on we noticed the GIS seemed to show the railroad leaving the wide, flat 
bottom lands along Cherry Creek, climbing a substantial hill, and crossing a 20-30 foot vertical stream 
bank, while just a few hundred feet away was a more suitable crossing.  Further downstream, we found 
remnants of the railroad bed while the GIS indicated the right-of-way was 100-400 feet away.  Clearly 
the GIS was not much use. 
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McKenzie County GIS layer (old version) 

 
I studied two title abstracts to determine the extents of ownership.  As you would expect, land 
descriptions made calls along the track centerline and usually referenced where the centerline crossed 
section or quarter lines.  Therefore, if we could measure the section lines and portions of the bed, we 
could develop a reasonable location of the former railroad parcels.  Our reconnaissance showed two 
curves in our area, but the chain of title did not indicate their degree of curvature—more on that later.  
 
I spent one to two days per week in the field from August into October, plus a few more in November 
and December.  Since parts of the survey involved a long UTV ride plus other drive time, I sometimes 
camped on site so I could be more productive.  Most days were great, although a couple times I almost 
got to spend an extra day in the field when rain made the trails treacherously muddy.  Another day my 
UTV died in the middle of Cherry Creek which was iced up on both banks.  Ryan Dee of True North 
Surveying in Bozeman helped us out, too.  Without him we would not have made the progress we 
needed that fall. 
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September Camp 

 
The first order of business was to survey the railroad bed at multiple locations so we could recreate its 
alignment.  I took shots on each shoulder at 500-1000 foot intervals and generated best-fit lines to 
create the tangents.  The curves were harder to discern, and through most of the fall I had to make 
educated estimations as to their configuration.   
 
One day while trying to summon my inner railroad surveyor (it’s pretty weak) and studying the terrain 
on Google Earth, I noticed an old cut-off oxbow and an unusually straight stretch of Cherry Creek I 
hadn’t seen while on the ground.  This was in an area where we had run out of evidence of the railroad 
bed and would have to rely on speculation and projection to extend the alignment.  The next time I 
went to the field, I examined the spot and found a 250-foot segment of railroad bed that had in fact cut 
off the oxbow.  This extended evidence of the alignment by over 2000 feet and got us to within 1800 
feet of the westerly extent of the railroad properties.  Without this segment, we would have been 
forced to project a tangent by 4500 feet. 
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Cut-off oxbow 

 
Of course, the alignment was only part of the problem.  We also needed to survey the PLSS lines to 
determine the extents of ownership.  Since this is in the western North Dakota oil patch, many private 
and public surveyors have documented most corners in the region.  Although most monuments were 
still in place as shown on corner records, even this remote are, I did encounter a few challenging 
scenarios.   
 
In one case, a landslide carried a section corner monument about 100 feet downhill—we found a 
modern accessory tag on a tree in the jumbled mess at the bottom of the slide, but not the monument 
itself.  Since corner records showed distances to other corners, I reestablished the location by distance-
distance intersect.  However, since the corner location appeared prone to additional sliding, I did not set 
another monument but instead set witness corners and RMs nearby on more stable ground.  (We found 
a few other cases of monuments missing due to landslides as well.)  A half mile east of that section 
corner, I found the original quarter corner monument propped up against a boulder.  The GLO survey 
called for a mound of stone next to the corner, but I could not find a mound or any other evidence of 
the original location.  Based on what I learned later, perhaps the boulder was the “mound of stone”. 
 
The half mile between these two corners is extremely rough, although you would not know it by the 
terrain calls—or lack thereof—in the original field notes.  They must have run the line on an offset, or 
they stubbed.  The line ran across the rugged face of the butte in the background of the photo below. 
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Line between Sections 23 and 26 

 
 
Throughout the fall I searched for more information about the MERC.  Finally, in early December I 
learned the Minnesota Historical Society might possess the MERC corporate documents.  A phone call 
confirmed this to be true, so a co-worker headed to the Society for some detective work.  He soon 
struck gold:  the official alignment maps signed by the chief engineer.  Samples are shown below. 
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MERC Route Plat 

 
These maps solved two mysteries:  First, where did the alignment leave Section 15?  I had projected it to 
run 66 feet south of the quarter corner to Sections 15 and 16; the map showed it at 67 feet.  Second, 
what was the geometry of the two curves in our project area?  By coincidence I estimated one at two 
degrees which turned out to be correct.  The other I estimated at two degrees while the map showed 
one degree, which shifted the alignment by about 10 feet in one short stretch.   
 

 
One-degree curve 
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The map also raised a question about a certain section corner for which we searched early in the 
project.  We found an aluminum cap set by double proportion high on a dry hillside with no 
improvements, fences, cattle trails, or any other signs of disturbance.  It was one of those spots where 
you say, “there's no reason that monument should be gone”.  The map showed some distances from the 
alignment that put a search area 20-30 feet from the aluminum cap.   
 
On the last 50-degree day in December I decided to search one more time for the original monument.  I 
paced back-and-forth across the hillside but found no sign of the any stone as large as the original.  At 
one point I noticed a couple rocks, maybe 10-12” wide by 4-6” high, situated horizontally and sort of 
stacked, much like a small outcrop mostly covered with sod.  At first, I didn’t give them much thought 
because such outcrops are not unusual, but there was nothing else like it at that elevation, and rocks do 
not lie horizontally unless they are stacked by a human or are part of an outcrop.  Thinking something 
odd, I decided to investigate.  Luckily, it was a warm fall, and the ground was only partially frozen about 
four inches down on this south slope—otherwise, I would not have made the effort.  As the hole got 
about a foot deep on one side of the visible rocks, my shovel struck another, unseen rock.  Since the 
digging was easy, I decided to investigate this new rock, too.  After the upper 8-10” were exposed, I 
noticed it was clearly vertical, which of course is not natural.  A few strokes with the wire brush exposed 
chisel marks on three faces (the south face was rotted off), thereby confirming this was the original 
stone in place.  This was the last piece of the puzzle that solved the location of the MERC route.   
 

 
 
The GLO claimed to have left five inches of the monument exposed, but as the photo shows it was about 
a foot below the surface. Since this corner is on a dry, south-facing slope, sod growth is very slow.  The 
land surface appeared to have simply crept over the monument.  The “mound of stone” consisted of 
two large, flat rocks stacked next to the corner. 
 
Using my newfound knowledge of what constituted a “mound of stone”, I searched for another 
undocumented corner a couple miles away.  I had searched earlier in the season but found nothing.  I 
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revisited the search area, which I determined within about a 20-foot circle using distances from 
adjoining corners and original terrain calls.  This time I dug up a jumbled mound of stone (I had noticed it 
before) but not the corner monument; being sandstone, I think was rotted in place.  It was the only 
group of stones in the search area.  The mud butte about 15-20 feet south had melted/eroded, and a 
blob of sod appeared to have slid onto the mound.  A corner record now documents its location. 
 
Section 36 
In addition to the railroad, Section 36 also gave us some fits.   

 
Section 36, T149N, R97W  

(note railroad route in NE1/4) 
 
When we started the project, all our sources showed Section 36 being square and blue—a nice state-
owned section like any other.  As we proceeded, however, we discovered the BLM had resurveyed the 
area in 2012.  Their survey applied riparian boundary principles to multiple accretions and avulsions up 
and down the Little Missouri in this region.  An excerpt from one of their plat indexes below shows some 
of the mess they encountered. 
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Section 31, T149N, R96W, Section 36, T149N, R97W, and a portion of T148N, R97W 
 
Additionally, they accounted for various historical events.  Section 36 is not square anymore, and the 
Dunn-McKenzie County line is not straight.  In the picture below, the red lines are section lines.  

 
McKenzie County GIS (new version) 

 
The Little Mo was assumed to be navigable from the original survey until the early 1990s when the State 
determined otherwise.  BLM discovered that in addition to normal accretion, at least two avulsions have 
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changed the Little Mo’s channel since the original survey.  In 1925 North Dakota exchanged its claim to 
the riverbed for other federal land in McKenzie County, thereby establishing federal ownership in the 
Section 36 bed at the time.  Since an avulsion in 1938 froze ownership where it was at the time, the 
federal government still owns the land highlighted in green (Government Lot 8 on the BLM’s survey 
plat).  More accretion and another avulsion or two resulted in the configuration you see here.  So much 
for a square Section 36 owned by the State.  I am thankful the BLM figured it out before I got there. 
 
Conclusion 
This was one of those professional challenges you only get to see few times in a career.  Rarely on a 
single project do you get to solve a century-old mystery, learn a bit of obscure but important history of a 
region, find some well-hidden original corners, spend many days working in the Badlands, encounter a 
brain-wracking riparian situation, and document your work in the public record.  Through our efforts in 
Fall 2018 we were able to definitively locate the railroad right-of-way, and the public can now obtain a 
plat of our survey results from the McKenzie County Recorder. 
 

 


